Simplification, integration and manageability with the world’s
most powerful iSeries system

IBM

iSeries 595

management costs and reduce maintenance and licensing costs—opening
the door for reinvestment into business
growth.
Designed for the challenging requirements of large enterprises, the
IBM _` iSeries 595 system helps
businesses effectively manage IT service level commitments. A highly scalable, upgradeable, building block
architecture helps support balanced
growth from 8-way to 64-way servers.
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iSeries 595 at a glance
Processor

8/16-way POWER5

16/32-way POWER5

32/64-way POWER5

Edition

Standard, Enterprise

Standard, Enterprise

Standard, Enterprise

24500 to 45500

46000 to 85000

86000 to 165000

5250 OLTP CPW

0 to maximum

0 to maximum

0 to maximum

Memory (max)

512GB

1TB

2TB

Disk capacity (max)

228TB

381TB

381TB

Disk drives (max)

1620

2700

2700

i5/OS

Included (4 processor
licenses)

Included (4 processor
licenses)

Included (4 processor
licenses)

Software tier

P50

P60

P60

Windows Server2, Linux, AIX 5L capable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Integrated xSeries Servers (max)

60

60

60

Integrated xSeries Adapters (max)

48

57

57

Micro-partitions (max LPARS – i5/OS, AIX 5L, Linux)

160

254

254

High speed link (RIO/HSL) loops (max)

6

12

24

I/O towers/drawers (max)3

36

72

72

PCI card slots (max)

504

1008

1008

LAN ports (max)

160

160

160

Processor CPW
1

1

Standard Edition comes with Zero (0) 5250 OLTP CPW. Enterprise Edition offers 5250 CPW up to the processor maximum based on the number of activated
processors, i5/OS licenses and Enterprise Enablement features.

2

Via an Integrated xSeries Adapter or Integrated xSeries Server

3

The installed combination of I/O Towers and Drawers plus Integrated xSeries Adapters cannot exceed nine per HSL loop.

For more information
To learn more about the IBM _`
iSeries 595 system contact your
IBM representative, IBM Business
Partner or visit the following Web site:
ibm.com/eserver/iseries
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